ADULTS ARE OFFERING BAND-AIDS TO TREAT FATAL INJURIES

MORE SCHOOL SECURITY, INCREASED FBI/POlice POWERS, ARMING TEACHERS & GUN CONTROL?: The school cop was useless—and he had a gun! The school cop was called a disgrace, but when cops kill unarmed black teens, they’re defended as “heroes with a tough job.” Yet cops kill more unarmed people than mass shooters do. Gun control itself has a racist history—it was introduced to repress the Black Panthers. Shuffling around who is allowed to have guns will not put a stop to racist & misogynist violence. We have to THINK BIGGER.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

YOUTH POWER! Abolishing Patriarchy, Abolishing Whiteness, Abolishing Police & Prisons, Abolishing Authority: There is no safety without self-determination. Let’s face it, school itself is violent & oppressive. Let’s strive toward more egalitarian forms of education and relating to each other! It’s not a coincidence that Cruz’s rampage happened under Trump, whose rise to power has encouraged both Nazis and men who are threatened by feminism and racial equality. However, changing the politician in charge is not enough! Electing new officials will not change the systems of oppression no matter what they promise. Campaigning is a waste of energy no matter who wins. We need more considerable changes.

Walkabouts have been powerful—DREAM BIG! If you can shut down a school, why not shut down downtown? Why not the whole system that creates racist, misogynist violence? If any part of this pamphlet resonates with you, find out more:
crimethinc.com – stinneydistro.wordpress.com
itsgoingdown.org – cuttingclass.noblogs.org

TO THE STUDENTS,

You are the people who best understood the danger posed by Nikolas Cruz. You knew that NIKOLAS CRUZ WAS VIOLENT, RACIST, & MISOGYNIST and the adults did nothing. The ones with the clearest sense of student needs and safety are the students themselves. That’s why students should be in control of their own education and future. Don’t look to adults to protect you—take control of your future yourself!
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